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The Army instituted Direct Combat Probability Coding (DCPC) as a method of distributing female soldiers in such a way as to conform to the will of Congress concerning women in combat. The combination of DCPC and increased female accessions has led to a problem in the Signal Corps. Specifically, female officers, who comprise approximately one third of the company grade Signal Corps officers, are not eligible to be assigned as combat arms battalion Ccmunications-Electronics Staff Officers. In addition, the number , ,ctinupA SThe Army instituted Direct Combat Probability Coding (DCPC) as a method of distributing female soldiers in such a way as to conform to the will of Congress concerning women in combat. The combination of DCPC and increased female accessions has lead to a problem In the Signal Corps. Specifically, female officers, who comprise approximately one third of the company grade Signal Corps officers, are not eligible to be assigned as combat arms battalion Communications-Electronics Staff Officers. In addition, the number of female Signal Corps officers in a division makes it difficult to achieve a rotation between Signal battalion and CESO positions which will enhance professional development of both males and females. Finally, the increase in Signal battalion versus CESO experience may give female officers an advantage in company command. In any event, the only way to ensure equitable professional development and career progression for both male and female officers is to put a limit on female accessions to the Signal Corps. concluded that "to determine the relative risks of a service member in a given position routinely engaging in direct combat, four major variables must be reviewed:
(1) Duties/tasks required by the MOS/Special Skill Identifer (sic).
(2) Unit mission and employment. The study will conclude with a discussion of alternative5
to current policies, and recommendations for future policies and actions. Logic would seem to argue against the contention that some mfales will be unfairly denied company command. Company command tends to be a competitively secured position.
officers who deserve to command will generally have the opportunity to command.
As for the future, it Is reasonable to assume that females, for whatever reasons, will continue to do well vis-a-vis their male contemporaries. However, the Signal
Corps is In no danger of becoming a matriarchy. Females begin from a smaller base, and have tended in the past to leave the service at a faster rate than males. What is troubling, therefore, is not that the Signal Corps will
U17
have too many female officers, but that It may be losing its most experienced and most competitive officers.
In any event, the system as it exists currently has enough problems that alternatives to It should be examined.
Alternatives
One well as the Army. In addition to the benefits to the Individuals mentioned above, the Army should realize an increase in morale among affected officers, and an Improved ability to reconstitute on the battlefield. The one obvious disadvantage is that, given the state of
